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Fitness programs cut medical bills
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Employers cannot afford to
ignore a problem tl'iat affects such a
large proportion of the workforce ..
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Workers at Steelcase of
Grand Rapids , Mich., who
have taken advantage of
company programs to
exercise, stop smoking and
eat less fat, have cut their
medical bills in half, according to a study released in
January.
If all workers with high
health risks adopted low-risk
life-styles, "the savings could
amount to roughly $20
million over three years,"
Steelcase said in a report to
its 8,000 employees.
The study by the
University of Michigan
started in 1985 and has
Gerise Serack heads St. Joe 's Fitness Center
followed half of the
company's workers. Evaluation of their health care risks are done
supervised exercise ana health programs.
every three years. "The study confirmed
Individualized fitness programs are
that high-risk people are high-cost people. designed based on personal goals and
That makes sense but it needed to be
interests .
scientifically corroborated," said D.W.
Fitness evaluations are performed on
Edington, fitness center director.
all new members before they begin their
Employers in the Hazleton area have
program. The evaluation is used to
the opportunity to provide similar
determine what type of exercise program
programs for its employees. The St.
is best for the member. Trained fitness
Joseph Fitness Center offers medically(Continued on Page 2)
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A1fdiologist Patricia Vassello
offers a custom lf;J1pr~(lCh tO
'
ear plry:s ·
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St. Joseph Nurse I:erry Passarelli
gives tips on properly treat~ng .burns
at the scerte of an accidept.
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*Fitness
(Continued from page one)
center employees provide instruction on
tHe proper use of the equipment and are
always available to assist.
Discounted corporate rates are
available to companies that have five or
more employees joining the fitness center.
The center' s staff would be happy to
provide tours to your employees at various
times .
The center is staffed by exercise
physiologists and is open six days a week.
It is climate controlled. Equipment at the
center includes treadmills, bicycles
Concept II rowers, Stairmasters, Nordic
Track cross country skier and Cybex
strength training equipment. There are
locker rooms, showers and, yes, we even
supply the towels .
The Hazleton-St. Joseph Medical
Center also offers free educational
programs throughout the year to help your
employees stay healthy. See the calendar
on this page. If you would like further
information about St. Joe ' s Fitness
Center, call Joe Aquilina at 459-1028.
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Custom noise defenders better choice
It is the
employer who is
given the
burden of
monitoring an
employee' s use
of hearing
protection
Patricia Vassello
M.S. CF-A
devices (HPDs).
According to
the Occupational Noise Exposure
Standard and Hearing Conservation
Amendment (1983), the "employer shall
insure that hearing protectors are worn,"
and "the employer shall insure proper
initial fitting and supervise the correct use
of all hearing protectors."
The wearer is the crucial variable
that controls hearing protector effectiveness. The obvious starting point for
motivating employees to wear their HPDs
is to ensure their individual satisfaction
with the devices . You need to make sure
it fits and is worn properly.
The number one objection cited by
HPD users is that their voice sounds bassy
when their ear canals are covered. This
bassy or low-frequency energy vibrates
the ear canal and outer ear. When the ear
is blocked, these frequencies develop
significantly greater pressure at the
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eardrum since the sound is unable to
freely escape. The "earplug " or "occlusion effect' ' can be minimized by inserting earplugs deeper into the ear canal.
Due to the way in which they fit into
the ear, custom ear molds , as opposed to
disposable foam or plastic earplugs, tend
to lessen the occlusion effect and are less
subject to improper insertion under field
conditions.
Custom ear molds are manufactured
of a non-allergenic material precisely to
the contours of the individual's ear canal.
There are no flanges that tend to irritate
the ear and, consequently, lend themselves to be long-term incentive for
motivating employees to wear their HPDs.
Custom hearing protection molds are
available in solid or vented configurations . They are made from a soft material
and have special properties to reduce
noise. They are made with handles for
easy insertion and removal and a joining
cord for user convenience. Ordering
procedures include making precision ear
impressions and a simple choice of color.
For further information about hearing
protection devices, or any other programs
or services offered by St. Joes, contact Joe
Aquilina at 459-1028.
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2 - Immediately flush
affected area with cold water
until it does not burn when
removed from the water.
Depending on the severity,
One of the most
this may take well in excess
common OSHA-recordof one hour! To facilitate this
able injuries is second-ortreatment during transportathird degree burns.
tion to a hospital, submerge
Frequently the patient/
the burned area in cold water
employee requires longif possible.
term , expensive medical
3 - Do not apply creams,
treatment, in addition to
ointments
or ice to a burn
lost work days or resince
they
aggravate it. A
stricted work assignments .
medicated
cream may be
In many cases, this
prescribed
by the physician,
scenario could be avoided
but
only
after
cold water
by providing proper first
therapy
has
been
used.
aid treatment on site
4
If
there
is
any
question as
before the patient is seen
to
the
severity
of
a
burn , the
by a medical care propatient
should
be
transported
vider. Another benefit is
to a medical facility for
Terry Passarelli, R.N., treats a burn victim at St Joe's
that proper initial treatevaluation
and treatment.
ment may eliminate an
An
alternative
method of the
entry in the OSHA log!
above
first
aid
burn
care
involves
the
use
of
"Water
Jel"- the
Below are instructions describing first aid measures which
product
mentioned
in
the
Fall
edition
of
our
newsletter.
You can
should be taken when someone is burned. The instructions apply
obtain
a
free
video
demonstrating
Water
Jel
by
calling
201-507to thermal and chemical burns .
8325 .
1 - Remove burned or chemically saturated clothing.
By Terri Passarelli, R.N.
Occupational Health
Program
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your company need drug testing?

Compensation Act, which became
effective on August 31 , 1993, stipulates
that employers are not responsible for an
employee injury if illegal drug use or
intoxication can be proven as the sole
cause of the injury. This can be an added
impetus to consider implementing a drug
testing program.
NIDA recommends the following
components as part of a comprehensive
drug testing program:
1 - Developing a policy statement.
This should include the company
philosophy , drug testing procedures and
method for notifying the employee of
both.
2 - Supervisor training. ·This
includes informing them about the policy,
their responsibility, the role of the
medical facility performing the drug
testing and the disciplinary process.
3 - Developing an employee assistance program (EAP).
4 -Employee education. This

includes educating
employees on
company policy, drug
testing and
the EAP in
relation to
drug testing .
5 -Provisions to
identify
illegal drug
users include:
a) random
testing .
b) reasonable-suspicion testing.
c) applicant testing .
d) post-accident or
unsafe-practice testing. e) voluntary
testing, and f) follow-up testing .
In closing, it is important that
companies who are considering drug
testing should develop a clear, written
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drug policy first. This will ensure that if
an employee does have a positive drug
test, the company will have an appropriate plan in place to handle it.
Also, drug testing should be done on
a consistent, impartial basis, thereby
preventing complaints of discrimination.
It's recommended that employees
undergoing testing should sign an
informed consent form . It should include
making them aware of their right to
refuse drug screening and the consequences of that refusal.
If you would like to obtain materials
on drug testing in the workplace, call the
U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services at 1-800-729-6686 at extension
470, or call the Division of Workplace
Programs at 301-443-6014. If you are
interested in learning more about the
drug testing services offered by St. Joe ' s,
call the Occupational Health Program at
459-1028 .
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Therese Bubeck joins St. Joe's
Occupational Health Program
The Occupational Health Program at St. Joe's is pleased to
welcome Therese Bubeck as the department's new secretary.
herese started her new job with St. Joe's in late 1993 .
As secretary, she juggles many duties such as scheduling,
preparing reports and insurance forms, typing and registration.
Therese previously worked as a Commercial Loan Assistant at
Hazleton National Bank. She is a graduate of Bishop Hafey High
School and Luzerne County Community College. Her interests
include cooking, shopping and travel. She resides in Hazleton with
her hu sband Allan.
Therese says she likes her new job. She says she 's " ... able to
use her insurance background , ... and has met some great people."
St. Joe' s and the Occupational Health Program offer a warm
welcome to Therese.

Information in this publication is not intended to take the place of medical advice
from physicians or other health professionals
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